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i know this sounds like a real pain in the butt but the good news is that you can open
every texture with all of the new.dat textures and they won't appear in your

inventory, but you can't use them for modification. what you will need to do is open
all of the textures in the new.dat with forge and then save them, and after that save
the mod with the new textures. this way you will have the textures that you use, and

then you can use the old ones for mods without anyone seeing them or having
problems because of that. the texture size has also been reduced by about half. if you

get the classic view with the spotlight, you will notice some of the models are still
really small. also, many of the textures are much, much smaller. this is because i did
not want to change the textures so that they could be used in the mod. i also didn't
want to up the quality of the models since they have so many nice details. these will

be fixed in a future patch, and i hope the mod community will appreciate this. the
story : level up : be trained in the ways of the force by the jedi masters of the

academy. each jedi will teach you different force powers. each time you get a level up
in the game your force power will increase based on your class progress. upgrades :

with each level up you can upgrade your lightsaber and force powers by using
influence. build your lightsaber : in each level you start with a basic lightsaber but will

be able to build it to your heart content from the handle to the blade color. recruit
classmates : each character comes with a certain force power which can be

upgraded. recruit classmates to aid you in your journey. explore : explore the galaxy
and face the ultimate test of the force. choose your school : choose your destiny and

let the story unfold.
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[0] luke found out about ben from some fellow jedi monks who witnessed the sith lord
during his time with darth vader. it is not known for sure what information luke got

from these monks, but they could have told him that ben was important to the order
for some unknown reason. it may also be that they told him of the connection

between the fallen jedi and vader, which would have shown luke that his brother was
indeed darth vader. either way, luke went off on his own to rescue his son, and
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through his force powers he was able to contact yoda. luke explained to the wookiee
leader that his son needed help, but that ben was in a very dark place. obi-wan

kenobi convinced yoda to go help ben, but yoda was reluctant to interfere in ben's
life. kenobi warned yoda about how bad ben was and how he might be unable to
control his anger when he returned, but yoda said that he would do everything he
could to help ben. [1] when ben fell to the dark side, a shadowy figure appeared
before him. this figure was enough to drive the young jedi into the dark side, and

most likely brought about the event known as "the fall of the order" [2] at some point,
ben worked with a man named zsinj, who took an interest in his son, kylo ren. zsinj
was a warlord who had ambitions of uniting the galaxy under the first order, and

wanted kylo ren as his heir. zsinj offered ben the chance to return to the light side,
but ben said that he would never turn back to the jedi. 5ec8ef588b
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